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Whispering-Gallery and Luneburg-Lens Effects in a
Beam-Fed Circularly Layered Dielectric Cylinder

Artem V. Boriskin, Student Member, IEEE,and Alexander I. Nosich, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The whispering-gallery (WG) mode excitation and
Luneburg lens (LL) effect are studied for a lossy circularly layered
dielectric cylinder illuminated by a beam field. The latter is simu-
lated by the complex source-point (CSP) beam. Exact series solu-
tion to the wave scattering problem is used to obtain the far-field
patterns and directivity. The WG mode effect is shown to under-
mine the LL performance.

Index Terms—Complex source-point (CPS) beam, layered
dielectric cylinder, Luneburg lens (LL), whispering-gallery (WG)
modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE aim of this paper is to study the effects accompanying
a beam transmission through and scattering by a circularly

layered dielectric cylinder. We imply here the excitation of the
whispering-gallery (WG) modes and the Luneburg lens (LL) fo-
cusing effect. The WG modes have the fields that are confined
at the outer boundary of the cylinder [1]. WG modes find appli-
cations in optical and microwave resonators, band-stop filters,
detectors, etc. [2]. Dielectric lenses are used as focusing devices
for a laser beam at the input to an optical fiber. LL is a remark-
able special case of lens shaped as inhomogeneous dielectric
sphere [3] or circular cylinder. In the microwave range, lenses
are candidate antennas for the wide-band multibeam and me-
chanically scanable communication systems [4].

Analysis and design of LL and other lenses frequently in-
volves a number of approximations. Optical methods [4] ne-
glect both finite size of the lens and finite beam width of the
source. In electromagnetic simulations, the source is commonly
taken as a dipole [5], although in practice it is normally a horn.
Therefore, taking the feed as a Huygens element, [6] was an
elegant step ahead. However, this source (crossed electric and
magnetic dipoles) has the field of the fixed shape. Besides, it is
essentially a three-dimensional (3-D) source that cannot be used
in the two-dimensional (2-D) modeling. Even more adequate is
taking the incident field as a Gaussian beam [7]. However, the
latter as well as a series of the wave harmonics multiplied with
a ’window’ function, does not satisfy the Helmholtz equation.
Hence, an error entering the solution is uncontrollable and may
spoil the analysis of such a fine effect as WG.
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Fig. 1. The scattering geometry of the frontal (1) and grazing (2) CSP
illumination of a layered dielectric cylinder. Dots and curvy lines denote
branching points and cuts in the real space due to CSPs.

II. M ATHEMATICAL MODEL

The scattering geometry and notations are shown in Fig. 1.
An -layer circular dielectric cylinder of the outer radius
is illuminated by a time-harmonic beam gener-
ated by a complex source point (CSP) located at. The main
advantages of the CSP field

(1)

are that it is an exact solution of the Helmholtz equation with
respect to the observation point

(2)

and has a variable beam width controlled by parameter[8],
where is the free-space wavenumber, and the complex source
position vector is

(3)

Parameters and are normally associated with the aperture
width and orientation angle of a horn antenna simulated by a
CSP. Note that the CSP excitations depicted in Fig. 1 imply that

. Hence, the branching points of in the real space are
located at .

Directive character of field (1) is well seen if the asymptotic
is taken for

(4)

Total field must satisfy the Helmholtz equation with the
wavenumber in the th layer, the radiation condi-
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tion at infinity, and the boundary conditions. The latter can be
written as follows if , then

(5)

where parameter depends on the polarization:
or in the case, respectively, and is the normalized
impedance of the-layer.

In the LL case, we shall assume the layers to be all of the same
thickness , with the relative dielectric constants taken in
accordance with the LL rule [3], [6]:

(6)

Here and further index runs from 1 to .
Due to the axial symmetry of the scatterer, the total field in

each layer can be written in terms of the azimuthal Fourier series
[9]:

(7)

Here, and are the unknown coefficients; is the
Hankel function of the first kind, and is the Bessel function.
In the most inner layer, . Outside the cylinder

, and the term with the coefficient corresponds to the
incident field (1) translated to the cylinder coordinates by using
the addition theorems for cylindrical functions as seen in (8) at
the bottom of the page, where

(9)

(10)

The axial symmetry of the boundary conditions enables one
to use them separately for each value of index[6]. Here, as
follows from the lower line of (8), outside the cylinder near its
boundary:

(11)

On applying the boundary conditions sequentially, outward
from the boundary between the two most inner layers, the fol-
lowing expression for the scattered-field expansion coefficient
outside the cylinder is obtained:

(12)

where the coefficient is determined by using the recurrent
formulas

(13)

(14)

(15)

Out of the scatterer the total field can be finally written as a
sum of the scattered and incident fields as seen in (16) at the
bottom of the page, where

(17)

(18)

Having determined the expansion coefficient outside the
cylinder and applying the boundary conditions backward from
the outer boundary, the following recurrent formulas for the
other expansion coefficients are obtained:

(19)
where

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(8)

(16)
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Total radiated power is found by integrating the Poynting
vector radial component over a circle of large radius .
This enables one to replace the functions by their
asymptotics, therefore

(27)

where is or , in the case of - and -polarization,
respectively, is the free-space impedance.

In the case of a lossy scatterer, the absorbed power can be cal-
culated by integrating the same quantity over the outer surface
of cylinder

(28)

In order to validate the results, the absorbed power was also
calculated as an integral over the cross section, that was reduced
to a series as well. Expression for this series is not given here
because of its bulky form.

Based on the series representation, main-lobe directivity is
determined as

(29)

where is the main lobe direction.
Unlike a plane wave, CSP feed illuminates the scatterer in a

nonuniform manner. Therefore, it is natural to introduce some
quantity for a reasonable characterization of this feature. We
borrow this quantity from the theory of reflector antennas and
call it edge illuminationthat is just the ratio of two values of the
incident beam field, at the lens “edge” and at its center:

.
Numerical results shown below are related to the absorbed

and radiated power fractions. They are normalized by the power
radiated by a CSP located in the free space

(30)
where is the modified Bessel function.

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS

A fast algorithm for the calculation of cylindrical functions
with complex arguments, based on the recurrent technique
(forward one for the Neumann and backward for the Bessel
functions) was used [10]. These functions were computed with
the machine precision.

Of course, for each, the full set of all the boundary equations
can be written and solved as a simultaneous matrix equation
of the order . However, this requires greater computer re-
sources and time than a recurrent scheme. It should be noted that
the moment-method (MoM) and finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) approximations have been reported to suffer of heavy
loss of accuracy near the high-Q natural frequencies [11]Dis-
cussion of the nature of this defect can be found in [12], [13].
Therefore, their application to study the narrow resonances such

Fig. 2. Dissipated powers versus the normalized frequency(M = 2; kb =
5; x =a = 10; y =a = 1; a =a = 0:8).

Fig. 3. Near-field pattern of theWGH resonance (ka = 3:304, marked
by arrow in Fig. 2).

as WG ones has a limited value. The series solution is free of that
demerit.

Fig. 2 presents the frequency scans of the total radiated power
and the absorbed power, in the grazing-beam excitation of a two-
layer cylinder.

One can see periodic sequences of sharp resonances charac-
teristic for the WG effect [1]. In a WG resonance, a greater part
of the feed power is dissipated in the lossy material of the scat-
terer at the expense of a drop in the radiated power. Near-field
portrait of a resonance is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

The further numerical results relate to discrete LL modeling.
The family of curves in Fig. 4 enables one to optimize the LL

performance in the case of the fixed geometry of the lens, by
changing the edge illumination.

Here, a CSP source illuminates a multilayered cylinder in a
symmetric manner and is placed near to its surface. This is be-
cause in the geometrical optics approximation the focus is just
on the LL surface [3], [6]. One can see that the minimum accept-
able number of layers is two, although even a uniform cylinder
displays focusing features; the optimal edge illumination is ap-
proximately 8 dB. Further study shows that the appropriate
choice of the lens geometry, under a fixed edge illumination, can
also improve LL performance. Note that WG are still excited,
but not so strongly as at the grazing beam incidence (Figs. 5
and 6). This effect is more visible if the number of layers is
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Fig. 4. Directivity of LL and the lens edge elimination (shown by the arrow)
versus the beam-width parameter (ka = 60:0, x =a = 1:05). D is the
directivity of CSP in the free space.

Fig. 5. Directivity of LL versus the normalized frequency under the fixed
�8 dB edge illumination (E-pol,x =a = 1:05).

Fig. 6. Zoom of one of the curves in Fig. 5 (E-pol,M = 2, " = 1:9375,
" = 1:4375).

small. In order to prove that the drops in the directivity as a func-
tion of frequency are explained by the WG mode excitation, the
total field in and near the lens has been calculated. A charac-
teristic WG mode field portrait is well seen in Fig. 7. The fact
that WG modes can be excited that results in sizable directivity
loss proves a limited applicability of the geometrical and phys-
ical optics approaches in the case of the wavelength comparable
with the lens size.

IV. CONCLUSION

Numerically exact series solution of a CSP-beam-fed multi-
layer dielectric cylinder has been used to study the WG mode ex-
citation and the LL effect. Accurate results have been presented
for the both polarization cases and for the various cylinder and
beam parameters. The analysis of LL excited by a CSP in frontal

Fig. 7. Near-field pattern of theWGH resonance in LL (kb = 2:76,
ka = 63:1973, marked by arrows in Figs. 5 and 6).

arrangement has shown that even a 3-layer 30-lens fed with
the 8 dB edge illumination provides up to 17-fold improve-
ment in directivity. It has been demonstrated that the WG modes
are excited by the CSP field in grazing illumination as well as
in frontal mode. They are accompanied by the drops in the LL
directivity and scattered power, and the peaks in the absorbed
one. The depths of the drops depend on the number of layers:
the larger the number of layers the smaller the drops. Thus, the
results, presented in the paper, complete the previous analyzes
done by approximate approaches with a study of fine wave-
length-scale effects in discrete LL.
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